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What is an Intracranial Aneurysm?
Weakening of a vessel wall in the brain

● May be asymptomatic, but when symptoms are present they 
include: 

○ Headaches, thunderclap headache

○ Light sensitivity 

○ Nausea or vomiting

○ Rupture

■ Death 

● Treatments:

○ Medications to control blood pressure

○ Surgical intervention

■ Clipping, coils 



What is a Mosaic?
An individual that has two or more populations of cells 
with different genetic make up

Index patient

● Develops aneurysms only on affected side of his 
head (right)

○ No other brain abnormalities noted

○ Family history negative

○ Compared blood to affected tissue 



Next Generation Sequencing

1 index patient received whole exome sequencing 
comparing blood and diseased tissue

Cohort of 50 aneurysms had targeted sequencing only on 
PDGFRβ and provided the following variants 

Sequencing millions of reads in parallel 
with a frameshift in only 1 nucleotide 

Allows detection of >1% allele 
frequency and greater accuracy in 
variants
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Mosaic patient was where the PDGFR mutation was discovered and provided the focus for the project



Function of PDGFRβ 

● Platelet- derived growth factor receptor

○ Binds PDGF 

● PDGFRB classified as a receptor tyrosine kinase (RTK)

○ Cell surface receptors → Cell signaling

○ Pathways lead to angiogenesis, apoptosis evasion, and 
cell proliferation

Mutations to this receptor can cause overactivation of 
pathways      
- Y562C gain of function mutation                                                          
- Mutations in PDGFRβ present in 60% of fusiform aneurysms 
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PDGFR gene encodes for a cell surface receptor that binds the PDGF ligand-PDGF: Growth factor that regulates cell growth and division Receptor: Transduces signals from outside cell surface into inside cellAutophosphorylation and phosphorylation of other proteins inside the cells Disruption of sinaling pathways often seen in cancer



Site-directed Mutagenesis of different PDGFRβ 
mutants

5’ 3’
3’ 5’

Primer Design Site Directed Mutagenesis 
via PCR

Visualizing PDGFRβ mutant phenotypes through Site-Directed Mutagenesis



Why is it Important? 
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